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Introduc6on to Corpus Linguis6cs

• Corpus Linguistics (CL) started in the 60’s ( > computer science)
• Corpus = central notion 

• General definition: « a collection of written texts, especially the entire works of a 
particular author or a body of writing on a particular subject: the Darwinian corpus. » 
(Oxford OED)

• Specific definition: a collection of written or spoken material in machine-readable
form, assembled for the purpose of linguistic research. (Oxford OED)

• « Corpus linguistics is the study of authentic language data on a large scale
– the computer aided analysis of very extensive collections of transcribed
utterances or written texts. » (McEnery & Hardie 2012)
• « CL deals with a collection of machine-readable texts which is deemed an 

appropriate basis on which to study a specific set of research questions. » 
(McEnery & Hardie 2012)
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Machine-readable text
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Introduction to Corpus Linguistics

• Focus on the analysis of authen+c data => linguis'c revolu'on
• « Importantly, the development of corpus linguis/cs has also spawned, or at 

least facilitated the explora/on of, new theories of language – theories which
draw their inspira/on from a"ested language use and the findings drawn
from it » 

• >< Chomsky: introspec'on
• Chomsky (1984): « if you sit and think for a few minutes, you’re just flooded with

relevant data »
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Introduction to Corpus Linguistics
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in McEnery, T. & A. Hardie (2012). Corpus Linguis,cs. Cambridge : CUP, p. 27
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Introduction to Corpus Linguistics
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Fillmore (1992) in McEnery, T. & A. Hardie (2012). Corpus Linguis,cs. Cambridge : CUP, p. 27.
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Introduction to Corpus Linguistics

12

Helen Sauntson, YLMP21, 23/04/21

« Corpus-based Critical Discourse Analysis enables the 
exploration of patterns of language use which are not 
observable to the human eye »

12
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Introduction to Corpus Linguistics
• Focus on the analysis of authen+c data => linguis'c revolu'on
• « Importantly, the development of corpus linguis/cs has also spawned, or at 

least facilitated the explora/on of, new theories of language – theories which
draw their inspira/on from a"ested language use and the findings drawn
from it » 
• >< Chomsky: introspec0on

• Chomsky (1984): « if you sit and think for a few minutes, you’re just flooded with
relevant data »

• CL: Change of perspec+ve in the way linguis+c data are considered
• Turns linguis+cs into an empirical science: based on the observa+on 

of authen+c data 
• Usage-based grammar

13
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Split infinitive

• Grammar from usage: Split infinitive
• « A split infinitive is an English-language

grammatical construction in which a word or 
phrase, usually an adverb or adverbial phrase, 
occurs between the marker to and the bare
infinitive (uninflected) form of a verb. One of 
the most famous split infinitives occurs in the 
opening sequence of the Star Trek television
series: "to boldly go where no man has gone 
before." Here, the adverb "boldly" splits the 
full infinitive "to go."

• As the split infinitive became more popular in 
the 19th century, some grammatical 
authorities sought to introduce a prescriptive 
rule against it.

Source: Schools Wikipedia Selection, Loock 2016
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Split infinitive

15https://grammar.yourdictionary.com
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Split infini6ve
« You wanna hear the funniest
thing ever?

I also split an infinitive and she
didn’t notice. »

16
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https://grammar.yourdictionary.com/
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Split infinitive

From: Loock, R. (2016). La traductologie de corpus. Villeneuve d’Ascq: Presses universitaires du Septentrion. 
17
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Introduc6on to Corpus Linguis6cs

• CL relies on analysis of authentic language data
• « What is corpus linguistics? It is certainly quite distinct from most

other topics you might study in linguistics, as it is not directly about 
the study of any particular aspect of language. Rather, it is an area 
which focuses upon a set of procedures, or methods, for studying
language » (McEnery & Hardie 2012: 1)
• Concordances
• Collocations (co-occurring patterns)
• Frequency

18
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Introduction to Corpus Linguistics

• Concordance
• Corpus analysis tools make it possible to retrieve a sequence of characters of 

any length in the corpus (suffix, word, mul/-word unit, a combina/on, a 
sentence)…
• Authen/c examples of how this unit is used in a par/cular language
• Examples: hYps://www.english-corpora.org

19
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Concordance
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https://www.english-corpora.org/
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Concordance
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Colloca*ons
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Colloca*ons
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Introduction to Corpus Linguistics

• « What is corpus linguistics? It is certainly quite distinct from most
other topics you might study in linguistics, as it is not directly about 
the study of any particular aspect of language. Rather, it is an area 
which focuses upon a set of procedures, or methods, for studying
language » (McEnery & Hardie 2012: 1)
• Concordances
• Collocations (co-occurring patterns)
• Frequency
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Frequency: seldom
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Corpus annotation

• Medata
• Information about the text itself – for example, in the case of written

material, the metadata may tell you who wrote it, when it was published, and 
what language it is written in. 

• Raw corpus >< textual database
• Makes it possible to compose subcorpora which can be compared

29
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Frequency: seldom
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Corpus annotation

• « We can also encode linguistic information within a corpus text in such a way that we
can systematically and accurately recover that analysis later ; when this is done, the 
corpus is said to be analytically or linguistically annotated. » (McEnery & Hardie 2012)

• Annotated corpus
• Enriched with (linguistic) information about the form or function of units (strings of characters)
• Automatic vs. manual annotation

• General forms of annotation
• Lemmatization
• POS-tagging
• Parsing (syntactic tagging)
• Semantic tagging

• Specific forms of annotion
• Research specific

• VU Corpus Metaphor

31

31

Corpus annota6on

• Word form (token)
• Researcher, researchers, 
• is, was, be, been

• Lemma (type)
• <RESEARCHER>, <BE>
• Includes all the inflected forms of a noun or verb
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Corpus annotation > Part-of-Speech tagging

President Biden rejoined the Paris 
agreement on his first day in office and 
pledged to hold a leaders summit
shortly after
Among those attending will be China's
President Xi Jinping.
Despite serious tensions between the 
two countries on a host of issues, both
sides seem keen to keep climate change 
separate from these disputes. Last 
weekend, the two countries issued a 
joint statement saying they would tackle
climate "with the seriousness and 
urgency it demands".

President_NP0 Biden_NP0 rejoined_VVD the_AT0 Paris_NP0 agreement_NN1 
on_PRP

his_DPS first_ORD day_NN1 in_PRP office_NN1 and_CJC pledged_VVD to_TO0 

hold_VVI a_AT0 leaders_NN2 summit_NN1 shortly_AV0 after_CJS Among_PRP

those_DT0 attending_VVG will_VM0 be_VBI China_NP0 's_POS President_NP0 
Xi_NP0 

Jinping_NP0 ._SENT -----_PUN 

Despite_PRP serious_AJ0 tensions_NN2 between_PRP the_AT0 two_CRD
countries_NN2 

on_PRP a_AT0 host_NN1 of_PRF issues_NN2 ,_PUN both_DT0 sides_NN2 
seem_VVB

keen_AJ0 to_TO0 keep_VVI climate_NN1 change_NN1 separate_VVB from_PRP

these_DT0 disputes_NN2 ._SENT -----_PUN 

Last_ORD weekend_NN1 ,_PUN the_AT0 two_CRD countries_NN2 issued_VVD
a_AT0 

joint_AJ0 statement_NN1 saying_VVG they_PNP would_VM0 tackle_VVI
climate_NN1 

"_PUQ with_PRP the_AT0 seriousness_NN1 and_CJC urgency_NN1 it_PNP
demands_VVZ

"_PUQ ._SENT -----_PUN 33

33

Corpus annotation
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Corpus annotation > Part-of-Speech tagging

• CLAWS part-of-speech tagger for English (University of Lancaster)
• http://ucrel.lancs.ac.uk/claws/
• Tags

35
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POS-Tagging: perform + NOUN

36
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http://ucrel.lancs.ac.uk/claws/
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Corpus annota6on > Parsing

• Syntactic annotation
• https://nlp.stanford.edu/software/lex-parser.shtml#Sample

37
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Semantic annotation

President Biden rejoined the Paris 
agreement on his first day in office and 
pledged to hold a leaders summit
shortly afer
Among those aYending will be China's
President Xi Jinping.
Despite serious tensions between the 
two countries on a host of issues, both
sides seem keen to keep climate change 
separate from these disputes. Last 
weekend, the two countries issued a 
joint statement saying they would tackle
climate "with the seriousness and 
urgency it demands".

President_G1.1/S7.1+/S2mf Biden_Z99 rejoined_S5+/N6+ the_Z5 Paris_Z2 

agreement_A6.1+ on_Z5 his_Z8m first_N4 day_T1.3 in_Z5 office_I2.1/H1c 
and_Z5 

pledged_A7+/Q2.2 to_Z5 hold_M2 a_Z5 leaders_S7.1+/S2mf summit_W3 
shortly_N3.8+ 

after_Z5 Among_Z5 those_Z8 attending_S1.1.3+ will_T1.1.3 be_A3+ China_Z2 
's_Z5 

President_G1.1/S7.1+/S2mf Xi_Z1mf[i11.2.1 Jinping_Z1mf[i11.2.2 ._PUNC 

Despite_Z5 serious_A11.1+ tensions_E6- between_Z5 the_Z5 two_N1 
countries_M7 

on_Z5 a_Z5 host_S2mf of_Z5 issues_X4.1 ,_PUNC both_N5.1+[i12.2.1 

sides_N5.1+[i12.2.2 seem_A8 keen_X5.2+ to_Z5 keep_A9+ climate_W4 
change_A2.1+ 

separate_A6.1- from_Z5 these_Z5 disputes_A6.1- ._PUNC 

Last_T1.1.1[i13.2.1 weekend_T1.1.1[i13.2.2 ,_PUNC the_Z5 two_N1 
countries_M7 

issued_A9- a_Z5 joint_S5+ statement_Q2.1 saying_Q2.1 they_Z8mfn would_A7+ 

tackle_A1.1.1 climate_W4 "_PUNC with_Z5 the_Z5 seriousness_A11.1+ and_Z5 

urgency_A11.1+ it_Z8 demands_Q2.2 "_PUNC ._PUNC 
38
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Semantic annotation
• http://ucrel.lancs.ac.uk/usas/

39
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Corpus annota6on

• Raw corpus >< annotated corpus
• Enriched with (linguistic) information about the form or function of units (strings of 

characters)
• Automatic vs. manual annotation

• General forms of annotation
• Lemmatization
• POS-tagging
• Parsing (syntactic tagging)
• Semantic tagging

• Specific forms of annotion
• Research specific

• VU Amsterdam Metaphor Corpus Online

40
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http://ucrel.lancs.ac.uk/usas/
http://www.vismet.org/metcor/documentation/home.html
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Monolingual corpora

• Reference corpora > Aiming at collecting a representative sample of a language
• Brown Corpus (American English) – 1,000,000 words – 15 textual genres
• British National Corpus (BNC): https://www.english-corpora.org/bnc/
• Corpus of Contemporary American English (COCA): https://www.english-corpora.org/coca/
• IPI PAN Corpus for Polish: http://korpus.pl/
• The Russian National Corpus: http://ruscorpora.ru/
• Hungarian National Corpus: http://corpus.nytud.hu/mnsz/index_eng.html
• Czech National Corpus: https://www.clarin.eu/lrtshowcases/czech-national-corpus
• Corpus of the Contemporary Lithuanian Language

(https://clarin.vdu.lt/xmlui/handle/20.500.11821/16) 
• The UCLA Written Chinese Corpus: https://www.lancaster.ac.uk/fass/projects/corpus/UCLA/
• Das Deutsche Referenzkorpus – DeReKo: https://www1.ids-

mannheim.de/kl/projekte/korpora/
• …

43
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Monolingual corpora

• Specialized corpora
• Focus on a specific genre

• Soap operas
• Films
• Coronavirus
• ...

• Focus on a specific research question
• Learner corpora

• International Corpus of Learner English (UCLouvain)
• Political corpora

44
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https://www.english-corpora.org/bnc/
https://www.english-corpora.org/coca/
http://korpus.pl/
http://ruscorpora.ru/
http://corpus.nytud.hu/mnsz/index_eng.html
https://www.clarin.eu/lrtshowcases/czech-national-corpus
https://clarin.vdu.lt/xmlui/handle/20.500.11821/16
https://www.lancaster.ac.uk/fass/projects/corpus/UCLA/
https://www1.ids-mannheim.de/kl/projekte/korpora/
https://uclouvain.be/en/research-institutes/ilc/cecl/icle.html
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Collecting corpora > balance and 
representativeness
• « the corpus data we select to explore a research question must be

well matched to that research question » (McEnery & Hardie 2012)
• Reference corpora
• Balance between the different genres

46
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Collecting corpora > balance and 
representativeness
• « the corpus data we select to explore a research question must be

well matched to that research question » (McEnery & Hardie 2012)
• Reference corpora
• Balance between the different genres

• Specialized corpora
• Internal validity

49
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Mul6lingual (parallel) corpora

• Source texts in one language plus translations into one or more other
languages
• Pairs or groups of monolingual corpora designed using the same

sampling frame 
• Examples:
• Linguee
• Dutch Parallel Corpus
• EUR-Lex website (http://eur-lex.europa.eu)  

50
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http://eur-lex.europa.eu/
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Linguee
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3. Collecting and using corpora
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3. Collecting and using corpora

1) Web as a Corpus
2) Web for Corpus
3) Collecting your own corpus
4) Using online corpora

53

53

1. Web as a corpus

• Gradual shift towards big data corpora (iWeb)
• Google
• Webcorp
• « WebCorp is a suite of tools which allows access to the World Wide Web as a 

corpus - a large collection of texts from which facts about the language can be
extracted. » (Webcorp Live)

• Google Book Corpus
• Digitized books (more than 5,000,000 books, more thean 5,000,000,000 

words)
• Different languages

54
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https://www.webcorp.org.uk/live/index.jsp
http://books.google.com/ngrams
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Google Books Corpus

55
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Google Books Corpus
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Web as a corpus

• Discussion?

57

57

2. Web for corpus

• Extract data from the web to collect a specific corpus (that can be
used offline)
• Google Custom Search Engine
• Personal search engine

• Bootcat (software)

58
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https://programmablesearchengine.google.com/about/
https://bootcat.dipintra.it/
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3. Collecting your own corpus

• Manual collec+on
• Specific research projects
• Classroom interac/ons (H. Sauntson)
• Poli/cal corpora (debates, ci/zen discourse…)
• Learner corpora (essays, interac/ons…)

59

Text
Selection Formatting (Annotating) Exploring

59

4. Using online corpora

• English-Corpora.org
• Sketchengine

66
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https://www.english-corpora.org/
https://www.sketchengine.eu/
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